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I. INTRODUCTION HE BASIC operation performed in a coherent optical processor is the Fourier transform.
When properly synthesized matched spatial filters are used, the convolution and correlation can be realized. These operations s t i l l rely on the Fourier transform property of a lens. [ 121 , the computing power of such a system far exceeds that of a digital computer, One reason for the lack of commercial optical pattern-recognition system is the need for a real-time input and filter plane transducer [ 131. Another reason is the reliance of optical processors on the Fourier transform operation and conventional matched spatial fitters.
Specifically, if the input differs in scale or orientation from the object used to form the matched filter, a severe loss in the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the correlation peak occurs. Experimentally obtained SNR variations for a moderate 30-pm resolution a e m image are shown in Fig. 1 as a function of percent scale change a and rotational angle eo between the input and the object used to form the matched filter.
A dramatic and disastrous loss in SNR from 30 to 3 dB occurs for a small 2 percent scale change or a 3.5" rotation. Accurate translational positioning (within 2.5 pm for a very moderate resolution input) of the matched spatial fitter is also required [ 141 to avoid a large loss in SNR. These practical problems (caused by the reliance on the optical Fourier transform) have limited the realization of optical correlators.
Various solutions to these problems have been advanced. Multiple spatial filters of the object to be recognized at different scale changes and rotational angles can be synthesized and placed in the transform plane. However, the sophisticated synthesis system required for such a matched-filter bank, the loss in diffraction efficiency (proportional to the square of the number of multiply coded filters) and the high-resolution detector required, limit the practicality of such an approach. One solution to the rotational and orientation problem is to include a mechanical positioning mechanism on the input or fiiter to ''walk on" the system into alignment. The mechanical movement of components is a severe disadvantage of this scheme in real-time processing. With the input object placed behind the transform lens, the scale of the transform can be changed [ 151 by moving the input and transform lens, and small scale changes of 20 percent compensated [ 161. However this scheme again requires mechanical movement of components and thus does not enable realization of the real-time processing potential of an optical computer. Other approaches, such as the use of averaged filters [ 141, pose other practical problems.
A novel approach to these problems is considered in this paper. Rather than using conventional Fourier transforms which are neither scale nor rotational invariant, new optical transformations are considered. A scale-invariant optical Mellin transform is considered first. A combined FourierMellin transform, with the positional and scale invariance required for correlation, is then discussed. By combining geometrical transformations and these prior operations, a positional, rotational, and scale invariant (PRSI) transformation can be realized. The optical realization of these new transformations in real time using operational amplifier modules and computer-generated masks are considered, and initial experimental results presented. 
MELLIN TRANSFORMS
The magnitude of its Mellin transform depends only on the ratios x 2 / x l and y2/yl and is thus in- 
(5)
The Mellin transform can thus be realized by logarithmically scaling the coordinates of the input function and Fourier As an initial demonstration of the scale invariance of the Mellin transform and its real-time optical realization, transparencies of various simple input ,functions differing in scale by 200 percent t o 400 percent were prepared. A closedcircuit camera was focused on these inputs. The horizontal and vertical driver outputs of the camera were level-shifted, amplified, and passed through log modules to a Z-modulated CRT. Transparencies of the f(exp f , exp q) pattern on the CRT were prepared and their transform obtained optically. The resultant Mellin transforms of two square input functions that differ in scale by 200 percent are shown in Fig. 2 . The identical lens system was used in both cases and as predicted the transforms are invariant to the scale of the input.
TABLE I MELLIN TRANSFORMS M(ju) OF SEVERAL SIMPLE FUNCTIONS~(X) [I81 f (x)
M(ju)
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B. Coordinate Transformation Using Computer Generated Holograms
The required x = exp f , y = exp q coordinate conversion has been also produced by computer generated masks. The input f ( x , y )
is placed in contact with the appropriate mask in the front focal plane of a transform lens and illuminated with laser light. The light distribution in the back focal plane of the lens will be the desired f (exp f , exp 7)) coordinate transform of f ( x , y ) , if the computer generated mask is chosen appropriately. The use of computer-generated holograms to perform coordinate transformations has been discussed [ I ] . 
The contribution from each saddle point is [ (10) Fig. 3 . Fourier transform of a computer-generated mask to produce the logarithmic coordinate scaling using a circular input object.
where @= = a2#/ax2 = l / x , @yy = a2@lay2 = l/y, and $xy = a2@/ax ay = 0.
A computer-generated logarithmic transformation mask was fabricated using the method described by Lee [ 251. In this method, the hologram fringes are constructed to satisfy cos [ @ ( x , y ) ] > C , where C is a constant between zero and one. When photoreduced by twenty, to 2 X 2 cm, the resultant mask resolution was 9 lines/mm (higher resolution of 100 lineslmm is possible with improved plotter routines). The Fourier transform of the computer generated mask for a logarithmic coordinate transformation is shown in Fig. 3 for the case of a circular input function. The first four harmonics of the transformed circle are shown.
While these preliminary results appear promising, this technique as applied to Mellin transforms requires improvement. Since the scaled input is not formed on a parallel beam, it must be recorded before further processing is possible. In addition, the amplitude weighting proportional to x y in (1 0) must also be removed to prevent shading effects. At present the low hologram-mask resolution prevents the use of high-resolution input functions. This scheme is also only applicable to conformal mapping transformations and is thus not useful in the polar transformation to be discussed in Section IV.
C. Digital Mellin Transform
The Mellin transform can also be implemented by integration according to (I). Such a direct implementation is possible by digital processing.
In this case, the integration is replaced by a summation, and the one-dimensional version of (1) 
SCALE-INVARIANT CORRELATION
For this discussion let us consider two one-dimensional functions fl(x) and f2(x) that differ only in scale. We will use the following notation: results. An inverse Mellin transform M -l can also be defined,
Using the defiitions in (l), (51, (131, and .(14) , the above notation, and basic linear-system theory, the four methods of scale invariant correlation noted in Table I1 can be distinguished [261.
Correlation methods (C) and (D) in Table I1 are preferable for optical (or digital) implementation since they use the more easily implemented Fourier transform operation rather than the inverse Mellin transform (methods (A) and (B)). Method As an initial demonstration of optical scale-invariant correlation, the optical system in Fig. 5 was used to implement method (C). The scaled function fz(exp f , exp q) was produced from fz(ax, uy) (in real time by log modules in the deflection system as described in Section 11-A) and placed at plane Po in scaled function fz(exp f , exp q) placed at P o , the autocorrelation of fz(exp f , exp q) occurs at Pz , whereas with the logarithmically scaled larger square placed at PO, the crosscorrelation of the two squares occurs at Pz . The optical crosscorrelation peak, obtained in real time, is shown in Fig. 6(a) . Cross-sectional scans (obtained with a scanning photometric microscope) of the autocorrelation and cross-correlation peaks are shown in Fig. 6(b) . As shown by Fig. 6(a) , it is possible to correlate two objects that differ in scale by 200 percent.
As the cross-sectional plots in Fig. 6(b) demonstrate, there is no loss in the SNR of the correlation peak, regardless of whether both smaller squares are correlated (autocorrelation) or the smaller square is correlated with the larger square (cross-correlation). Finally, the location of the cross-correlation peak is shifted from the onaxis position of the autocorrelation peak by an amount pro- portional to the scale change between the inputs. From the location of the correlation peak, the scale change can thus be determined and appropriate steps taken depending on the application. The use of computer-generated masks rather than log modules to effect the initial scaling of the inputs is possible if higher resolution masks can be fabricated.
IV. POSITIONAL, ROTATIONAL, AND SCALE INVARIANT CORRELATION
By properly combining the Fourier-Mellin transform with a polar transformation on the input data, a PRSI transformation can be realized [271. Consider two functions f l andfz to be correlated, where fz is a scaled and rotated version of f l with a scaling factor u and rotational angle 8 between the input ob- Steps 1) and 4) can be realized optically by a Fourier transform lens. Steps 2) and 3) can be performed with operational ampWier-modules computergenerated masks or other methods. Steps 2) and 3) can be combined into one, and are separated only for analysis purposes. The Frnal Fourier transform in step 4) in the logarithmically scaled r coordinate direction is equivalent to a Mellin transform, and thus the final PRSI functions are denoted as M I and M2.
The invariance of this transformation follows from an analysis of the synthesis steps [271. The positional variations in the input functions are removed in step 1) because of the basic shift invariance of the magnitude of the Fourier t ransf orm.
The polar transformation in step 2) separates the effects of scale changes and rotations between the two inputs. Scale variations between the inputs will scale the r coordinate directly, while a rotation between inputs by will appear only as a shift in the 0 coordinate. Steps 3) and 4) are equivalent to a Mellin transform in r. Since scale variations affect only the r coordinate and since the Mellin transform in r is scale invariant, the resultant functions will be scale invariant. The combination of the conversion of a rotational difference to a shift by step 2) and the shift invariance of the Fourier transform in step 4) result in a final function that is rotationally invariant.
All are ( p ' , 6' ). The intensities of these two correlation peaks must be added if no loss in SNR is to occur between the autocorrelation of two identical input objects and the crosscorrelation of two input objects that differ in scale and rotation. This summation can be realized by a fmed pair of detectors separated by a distance corresponding to 8' = 277. If the rotational information is not needed, the output plane can be scanned in the p' direction with a slit. A single correlation peak results, whose relative position is proportional to the log of the scale change a .
As an initial demonstration of scale and rotational invariant correlation, the Fourier transforms occurs and contains two peaks rather than one as explained above.
The cross-sectional scans [ Fig. 8(a) ] of the auto-correlation and correlation patterns in the 8' direction show two crosscorrelation peaks B and C. The sum of their intensities equals that of the auto-correlation peak A so that there is no loss in SNR. These peaks are separated by 27r and shifted from the 8' location of the auto-correlation peak by the do = n rotation between the two inputs. The cross-sectional scans [ Fig. 8(b) ] in the p' direction (using a scanning slit) show that the p' coordinate of the correlation is related to the scale change between the input objects and that there is again no loss in SNR between the auto-correlation and cross-correlation. While preliminary, these results show that it is possible to correlate two objects that differ in scale and rotation with no loss in SNR and that the scale and rotational differences can be found from the locations of the correlation peaks.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
A new approach to optical pattern recognition has been presented that does not rely solely on the Fourier transform operation. In theory and by experiment, it has been shown that these new operations allow objects that differ in scale and rotation t o be correlated with no loss in SNR. It has also been demonstrated that the scale and rotational differences between the objects can be determined from the location of the correlation peak.
